
STAGING LIGHTING AND DIMMER 
CONTROL

We have a range of stage and lecturn lighting with 
stands truss and dimmer co?????

We have a selection of LED fairey lights to add 
sparkle to your event as well as a comprehensive 
selection of lasers and smoke machines

DRAPING & STAGING

Through ProVision’s contractors we can drape and 
rig to mask venue walls and highlight stage and 
events. From $35 per linear metre.

We can also arrange staging from small lectern 
stages to large band stages, catwalk etc.

Hire and Events

Sound Lighting

Vision Events

LightingLighting 

EVENT LIGHTING 

Our LED and PAR56 lights are floor standing 
lights and are great to illuminate drapes, pillars, 
banners or plants in bright colour. From $15 ea*

STAGE LIGHTING 

We have a range of stage and lectern lighting with 
stands and dimmer control

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ProVision can take you from the planning stage, with    
          quotations, logistics, schematics to event 
                       setup. We have professional technicians, 
                                     directors, show callers and 
                                                      operators.

AV Packages
SMALL - $500

MEDIUM - $750

LARGE- $1000

Don’t need a package? Remember we can quote any 
event and tailor to your specific Audio-Visual needs.

XGA Projector 4000 lumen and any Screen 
or 50in HD Plasma Screen
2 Powered Speakers, Stands and Mixer
2 Handheld or Lapel Radio Microphone kits
Delivery and Set up*
Pack and Collect

XGA Projector 3000 Lumen and any 
Screen
Single Powered Speaker and Stand
Handheld or Lapel Radio Microphone kit
Delivery and Set up*
Pack and Collect

2 x XGA Projectors 5500 Lumen with any 
Screen or 2 x 50in HD Plasma Screens.
2 Powered Speakers, Stands and Mixer
2 Handheld or Lapel Radio Microphone kits
4 LED Par64 uplights
Delivery and Set up*
Pack and Collect



ProVision also has a wide range 
of radio microphones from $50 
per day* 

Soundcraft MPM 
series mixers are perfect 
matched to QSC speakers and 
can be hired from $50 per day*

Lapel Mic
Handheld Mic
Headset Mic
Lectern mics
PC audio speakers
Graphic Equalisers  
CD players
           

Microphones

Mixers

VisionVision

Projectors and Screens
ProVision has projectors from the base 
boardroom type 3000 - 4000 lumens to event 
projectors of 5500 - 6500 lumens from $160 ea*. 
We also have portable pull up screens from 
1.5m to 2.1m from $50 ea* and draped screens 
8ft by 6ft to 12ft by 9ft from $150*

Audio Visual Specialist

Contact Details:

 09 379 3792
021 737 862

rentals@provision.co.nz
www.provision.co.nz

Hours
Mon - Fri: 8am - 5pm

88 Cook St
CBD, Auckland

* Conditions Apply

We also do:
Sales and Support

Automation and Installations
Video Conferencing

ProVision has a wide 
range of Full HD 
plasma and LCD 
screens from 32”, 40” 
and 42” to large 50” 
screens. From $120 ea*

LCD and Plasma

We have HD camera’s, Data 
switchers, scalers and DVD 
players. We can 
organise camera 
operators and editing as well. 

From IMAG to multiple 
camera shoots, 
switching, amplification 
and playback we have all 
your video needs covered.

Video

SoundSound
ProVision uses the state of the art QSC K-Series 
powered speakers. They are attractive, 
lightweight, reliable and contain the legendary 
QSC audio technology. At a massive 1000 watts 
per speaker, they can not only deliver the finese 
that QSC and are famous for but awesome power. 
Hire for less than $100 ea*
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